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Agenda

• Maintenance requests
  – 1234 and 1232
• Liaison letters
  – Ad Hoc Report
• P802.3 Revision (IEEE 802.3bh)
• Maintenance web information
Maintenance Request 1234 Notes

- State to change to be “Ready for Ballot”
- No change to proposed remedy
- Straw poll to recommend the above:
  - Y: 9  N: 0
Maintenance Request 1232 Notes

January 2011

• Report from Mr. Barrass
  – Presentation on topic being worked on between optical experts
  – Expect presentation to be submitted ahead of the next Maintenance meeting

• Mr. Barrass volunteered to talk to the submitters about options available outside of a maintenance request including a revision comment

• Motion to recommend that the request is rejected as its scope of change is beyond Maintenance
  – M: M. McCormack
  – S: P. Anslow
  – Y:14  N:0  A:1
  – Motion Passes
Maintenance 1232 WG Motion

• Move to
• Reject maintenance request #1232 as its scope of change is beyond Maintenance as recommended by the maintenance Task Force
  – M: W. Diab
  – S: P. Anslow
  – Y:38 N:0 A:18
  – Technical
  – Motion Passes
REVIEW OF LETTER
Requests for WG Preview

• The following requests are to be included in the WG preview package
  1196, 1198, 1199, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1212, 1213, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1233 and 1234
IEEE Std 802.3 revision plan

Revision requests
(“Ready for Ballot”)

IEEE P802.3REV
WG Ballot 07/11
Note: PAR 01/11
Target approval
03/12

IEEE P802.3REV
Sponsor Ballot draft

IEEE Std. 802.3-2008
Published 12/08
5 Sections

IEEE Std.
802.3
Revision
(IEEE P802.3bh)

IEEE Std.
802.3
Amendments

IEEE Std.
802.3bc-2009
LLDP
Published
09/09

IEEE Std.
802.3-2008/
Cor 1-2009
Corrigenda 1
Published 2/10

IEEE Std.
802.3ba-2010
Published
06/2010

IEEE Std.
802.3az-2010
Published
10/2010

IEEE Std.
802.3bg-2010
Published
10/2010

IEEE Std.
802.3bd-201x
Published
TBD

IEEE Std.
802.3bf-201x
Published
TBD

Note: Target publication date is target standards board approval plus three months.
Consensus on Revision Plan

- Maint Chair to work with IEEE Staff and WG Chair for a request for a consolidated edition
  - Include Kim and Michelle on all correspondence
  - Supply staff editor with source files of projects in process
  - Communicate TF preference for additional section starting with C78
- List of amendments to be included
  - Published: av, bc, at, Cor 1, ba, az
  - In process: bd, bg, bf
  - All errata as of 3rd printing + av erratum (maint request 1227)
- Task Force Review: Plan to do a TF informal review (“snapshot”) for May interim. Scope limited to below and depends on step 1 above:
  - Checking the consolidated edition for conflicts
  - Folding in the relevant maintenance requests
  - Coordinating changes with .3.1 / OAM and delete GDMO
  - Not a “traditional” full TF review with comment tool etc.
- Plan to show the WG Preview draft and request WG approval for WG Ballot during the July plenary
- Submit plan to RevCom in 2011 assuming approval date will be in 2012 or afterwards (> 3 years)
Maintenance Web Information

- IEEE 802.3 Maintenance web site:  

- IEEE 802.3 Maintenance request form is available at:  
  http://www.ieee802.org/3/private/maint/revision_request.html

- Access information  
  Username: ********
  Password: ********
  (Password is case sensitive)

- IEEE 802.3 Maintenance reflector  
  stds-802-3-maint@ieee.org